Kids' “Safari” enlists animals of savanna to explore bullying
Thursday, 22 November 2018 12:30

The Formentera Council's office of culture announces a 6.00pm performance of Safari, a
children's puppet show, this Saturday November 24 in the cinema (Sala de Cultura, €3).
Running the show is La Baldufa, a heralded set on the Catalan circuit whose act has been seen
in nearly every country in Europe.

Story
Fans will recognise Safari's two leads, Pinyot and Carabassot, from Embolic a la Granja. The
pair recount the backstory of their current ordeal in the savanna, where they were brought in
search of their missing friend, Lion. When the investigation starts, it's none other than Giraffe,
Monkey, Elephant and Crocodile who rise to the task. Their adventure will land them face to
face with a weary and reflective Lion, seemingly deprived of his roar. Their minds made up to
crack the case and lend Lion a hand, the intrepid detectives of La Baldufa resolve to get to the
bottom of Lion's woes.

Culture secretary Susana Labrador flagged the show's underlying theme—bullying—while
pointing out “Safari's winning conceit is to use playfulness to get children to think about what
behaviour of their own might be hurtful—and at the same time, give them ideas and tools for
making peaceful coexistence possible”. Observing Pinyot and Carabassot's tendency to worry,
one sees them as prime candidates for comparisons to parents and teachers.

The company believe in using education and hard work to generate the positive attitudes and
action that are crucial to shared spaces becoming sites of copasetic shared living. La Baldufa's
twenty years in show business have been characterised by eminent artistic mettle and
ideological convictions like solidarity, tolerance and respect.

Safari is part of the Ministry of Culture's Platea programme as well as the Formentera
Council-supported theatre series "L'Illa a Escena".
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